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PLANNING FOR BICENTENARY 
Mr. Ian Russell, O.B.E., Chairman of the Queensland Council of the 
Australian Bicentennial Authority, addressed the Society on 
September 1983 on what is being done to coordinate the year-long 
program of celebrations in 1988, 
He said one thing that has emerged strongly from discussions with 
people outside was that they were not only concerned about historical 
re-enactments and fireworks displays. While the brilliant, and 
spectacular had their place and were a proper part in the scheme of 
things, people wanted to see long, enduring and thoughtfully produced 
memorials. 
"We have gone and will continue to go to the people to ask for their 
suggestions," Mr. Russell said, because if we are serious about this 
being a grass-roots project we must ask the people what they want. 
They have some very clear ideas about things they think ought to be 
done — tidying up mn down sections of cities, clearing rubbish 
dumps, refurbishing community areas and related matters. There is an 
enormous collection of them. Since our offices have been set up, 
people have been able to phone in and to write in and obtain a sensible 
response to their questions. Unless they do receive a sensible 
response, they quite naturally will become disenchanted and the 
project will falter. For almost any type of activity you can think of, 
there are already an enormous number of organisations and they 
clearly are the sensible people to ask to undertake State and Local 
Government projects. 
"Events which will focus both national and international attention 
on the Bicentenary will include: 
An Exhibition of Australia" featuring accomplishments in science, 
technology, the arts, communications and sport, touring all capital 
cities and regional centres; 
A spectacular military tatoo and an international naval review; 
A bicentennial festival of sport, with competitions in Golf, Cricket, 
Tennis, Australian Rules, Rugby, Soccer, Yachting and Athletics. 
"Plans are under way for projects of a more lasting nature. They 
are: 
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The formation of Foundation 88; a tmst fund to support organisations 
and individuals in a wide range of Australian endeavours; 
The promotion of Australian studies throughout the education 
system; 
The development of a tree maintenance programme; 
An international festival of music; 
A "Festival of Nations" celebrating the multicultural life style of 
today's Australia. '" 
"The Australian Bicentennial road development programme, 
designed to upgrade our national road system and announced last 
August, was a particularly appropriate initiative to launch the really 
big activities for 1988. Since then. Commonwealth Government 
announcements have included the proposed Australian telescope at 
Culgoora, (N.S.W.); a major renovation of the AustraHan War 
Memorial in Canberra; and the Commonwealth's gift of twenty-seven 
million dollars for the Bicentennial Art Collection. 
The authority is delighted that Queensland will be staging Expo 88, 
as announced recently, and that Brisbane will be the centre-piece of 
Australia's bicentenary." 
